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Are Liberal Forms of Feminism Sufficient to Redress the Gendered Inequalities Experienced by Women
Living in the Developing World?

I: Introduction 

When we situate Liberal feminism[1] within the liberal tradition, one can see that the historically liberal[2] values of
independence, opportunity, and individualism are strived for[3]; and that the theory is rooted in the early philosophy of
Wollstonecraft and Mill which prioritizes equality and liberty.[4] Indeed, the overall goal of liberal feminism is ‘creating
a just and compassionate society in which freedom flourishes’[5]and gendered inequalities[6] are eradicated. Yet
since the 1980’s successive critiques have significantly eroded liberal feminisms theoretical ability to achieve such a
goal. From Jaggar’s powerful critique of the rational, free and autonomous ‘self’ that liberal’s value, as being
intrinsically male.[7] To Elshtain’s castigation that liberal feminism puts a misplaced high-premium on so-called male
values.[8] Critics have broken down the belief that liberal feminism can redress gendered inequalities in a universal
fashion.

Perhaps the best elucidation of this argument comes from postmodernism. For the approach of Derrida, Foucault,
and Butler fundamentally rejects the modernity of liberal feminism, in favor of a perspective that refuses to adopt a
normative position grounded in a modernist structure of privileged ethical assumptions and claims.[9] Such an
‘incredulity towards metanarratives’[10] has challenged traditional epistemological assumptions about knowledge
and truth; in terms of how knowledge can be apprehended and whose knowledge is valorized.[11] In relation to
development practices, such analysis revealed the misplaced position of ‘women’ in understanding gendered
inequality, and resulted in the movement of scholars towards ‘GAD’[12] as an approach that can better elucidate
gendered inequalities as a product of unequal relations of power through the discoursal superiority of Connell’s
‘hegemonic masculinity’.[13]

What, then, we must realise is the distinction between the day-to-day condition of women, and their position in
society. Women’s condition refers to their material state[14]. Position refers to women’s universal[15] standingin
relation to men. Historically, developmental practices, specifically liberal feminism, have ‘tended to focus
on…condition’.[16] Fundamentally it is this lack of attention[17] to women’s position, that means liberal forms of
feminism are not ‘sufficient’ to redress gendered inequalities. Yet there is a crucial link between women’s condition,
and the ability to develop women’s strategic needs in relation to their societal position.

Therefore, what I shall argue is that Liberal forms of feminism are necessary, but not sufficient, to redress gendered
inequalities in the developing world; for while liberal feminism can address the condition of women’s lives[18], it
ultimately fails to address their position in society. Yet these are fundamentally linked, as the satisfaction of their
practical needs is a prerequisite to their ability to promote strategic ones.[19] Thus to ‘sufficiently’ address gendered
inequalities, a postmodern understanding of gender is needed to understand how gendered inequalities are
normalized and legitimized in our constructed reality, and thus look to redress the structural relations of power that
institutionalise these inequalities. To argue this, this essay shall engage in a critical analysis of Microfinance, as a
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global neoliberal policy, within India and Kenya. Thus firstly I shall define some core terminology, including ‘liberal
feminism’, ‘postmodern feminism’, and ‘empowerment’: to create a theoretical framework. Secondly I shall analyse
microfinance to show how liberal feminism policies can positively affect the material condition of women’s lives.
Finally, utilising a postmodern framework, I shall analyse microfinance to show how liberal feminism cannot
adequately look to deal with the position of women within society.

II: Defining Terminology 

Firstly we must structure a theoretical framework through a definition of terminology. Thus when defining liberal
feminism, it must firstly be placed within the historical tradition of liberalism: a political ideology that traces it’s roots
through the Enlightenment, ‘Modernity’ and the Social Contract Theory of Locke, Rousseau and Mill. Holistically
speaking, we can identify three defining features of contemporary liberalism:[20] firstly that all people have an
interest in leading a ‘good’[21] life; secondly that freedom and liberties are needed to develop and this conception;
lastly that all people are of equal moral worth.[22] Liberal feminism[23] bases itself on these principles, and off the
broader liberal bias of American politics generally. Thus, for this essay it shall be defined inclusively[24], as those
approaches grounded in the rationality of the Enlightenment philosophy that perceive a public/private sphere
divide[25] and focus on seeking for ‘equality of opportunity for women and men’.[26]

Crucially, though:

‘in liberal…world views, women continue to be constituted as sovereign subjects with the capacity to
realize…development through social reform…in patriarchal…societies’.[27]

This modernist legacy that installs a privileged subject (Woman), with a revolutionary agency, has a vision of
development that challenges gender subordination, but its ‘centered, self-affective parameters are exclusionary and
limit the possibility for justice’.[28] Or, in other words, that, ‘in the very struggle towards emancipation, liberal
feminism….ha[s] reproduced the very domination by which they saw women being oppressed’.[29] They seem
unaware that domination also works through the construction of a particular type of person and a particular
epistemology and ontology.

This is what postmodern feminism helps us understand. While liberal feminism seeks to address gendered
inequalities through the condition of women’s lives, it ultimately fails through producing a conceptualization of the
‘self’ and of ‘reality’ that is unable to adequately accommodate the Foucauldian power relations that underpin the
gendered construction of intelligible reality. Postmodernism, building upon the work of Derrida, Foucault and Butler,
has, through explicating the knowledge/power/discourse nexus, reconstituted the understanding of ‘self’: away from
the ‘autonomous, self-critical or ‘transcendental’ subject of Kantian discourse’[30] and towards ‘the product…of a
variety of power relations manifested through…discourses’.[31] The importance of this statement for postmodern
feminists is that it allows them to conceptualise gendered inequalities, utilising the analytical category of ‘gender’, as
‘a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences’[32], to be a product of gendered
hierarchies. Postmodern feminism, then, elucidates an understanding of ‘reality’ as contingent, and as such can
achieve what liberal feminism can’t through understanding how women are positioned in society; thus normatively
enabling the imagining of equality and ‘justice’ as based through the re-imagining gendered relations of power.

Furthermore, critical for this essay, and the redressing of gendered inequalities, which shall be defined simply as the
unequal treatment and perception of, and opportunities for, individuals as based on their socially constructed
gender[33], is the notion of empowerment. Indeed, female empowerment is so important as it presents a crucial tool
for women in the developing world to attempt to address their gendered inequalities. Thus empowerment shall be
defined here as ‘the entrenched capacity of people to act individually/ or collectively in the ongoing struggle to
achieve equality and social justice’.[34]

III: Liberal Feminism and the Condition of Women.

This essay can now analyze liberal feminism and it’s impact upon redressing the gendered inequalities of women
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through Micro-finance policies in India and Kenya. As, crucially, for ‘all the ways in which liberal feminism may have
gone wrong… it did some things very right.[35] Women, especially within the West[36], owe many of their rights and
liberties[37], along with an ability to walk more at ease in the ‘male’ public sphere, to liberal feminism.[38] It is
precisely this equality of materiality, legislation and liberties that Microfinance can be perceived to aid, and indeed,
studies suggest that it can foster greater women’s agency and ‘power’ within economic, political[39] and domestic
spheres, thus leading to more positive conditions of life.

Firstly, then, we must understand what it is. Microfinance is the ‘advancing of small loans without collateral to the
poor to enable them to start entrepreneurial activities’[40]; and it was a program endorsed by liberal feminists through
the widespread belief in it’s ability to ‘improve the economic, political and socio-cultural dimensions of women’s
empowerment’.[41] The Grameen Bank led the way in 1976[42], and by 2000 it was lending money to 2.37million
borrows in over 40,000 Bangladeshi villages.[43] As of December 31, 2007, 3,552 microcredit institutions reported
reaching 154,825,825 clients, 106,584,679 of whom were amongst the poorest when they took their first loan. Of
these poorest clients, 83.4%, or 88,726,893 were women.[44]. Indeed, what can be elucidated is three interrelated
ways in which we can argue that microfinance improves women’s condition of life: through economic independence,
community empowerment and greater integration with state institutions and the ‘public realm’.

Firstly, then, in those instances where woman fully controlled[45] their loans, the study undertaken by Ardener and
Burman in Kenya noted that it helped ‘them become to some extent economically independent of their [partners] and
to create social standing for themselves within the community’, the loans fundamentally acted as ‘a natural vehicle for
liberating and strengthening women in a very patriarchal society’.[46] More than this though, they specifically helped
to address some of the immediate needs of women, for ‘although meager, microfinance…provided the income to feed
women and…children. It [was] the difference between one and three meals a day’.[47] Microfinance, thus, can, in
some verifiable instances, help address the basic needs of women in the developing world, and crucially ‘reduce
dependence on…partners’[48] thus offering them an unparalleled level of independence in an economic sense.

This independence came hand-in-hand with community empowerment. Indeed, under the Self-help group (SHG)
model popular in India[49], the action of forming a group led to the development of a village wide support network.
Isserles argues that it was this network that worked to empower women by putting them at the centre of the
development project.[50] Whatever the case there a demonstrable examples whereby the formation of these groups
collectively empowered women; Aladuwaka showed how such groups worked to reduce male alcoholism and forced
men to take on domestic tasks.[51] Indeed the Kiambu Woman Beer Brewers in Nairobi, Kenya, are a case-in-point.
Through working as a community they managed to acquire the initial capital and organisational skills, as well as the
confidence, to deal with the formal authorities to acquire land, loans, and ultimately, substantial land-buying co-
operatives.[52] Microcredit groups thus fostered a consciousness of women’s collective interests and the means to
promote them. Indeed, arguing in line with Foucault that resistance is inscribed in power as its ‘irreducible
opposite’[53], and that ‘resistance is an essential part of the process through which oppression is transformed’[54],
we can fundamentally see such microcredit groups as providing a path to resistance.

Finally this communal empowerment is emphasized by a greater involvement with state institutions and ‘public life’.
Firstly, then, SHG’s in India institutionalized financial linkages between informal groups of poor women and formal
credit institutions.[55] As Kalpana thus noted, microfinance allowed rural women to ‘directly interface with state
institutions in perhaps larger numbers than ever before…in order to press their claim to credit-based development
resources earmarked for them by state policies’.[56] Yet as further noted women used SHG’s to gain access to other
institutions such as the police force; threatening to report cases of sexual harassment and marital violence through
the group, in order to keep abusive relatives in check.

Indeed, the official invitation that is routinely extended to SHG’s to participate in all public events relating to local
governance, such as Panchayat[57]meetings has, in some villages, been seized upon to initiate a dynamic
engagement with local development issues. In one village, SHG’s drew up petitions listing the names of the elderly
poor excluded from old-age pensions and demanded the immediate allotment of house sites to the homeless poor.
When the village headman verbally abused the women, they took the matter up with the head of the district
administration and successfully defending their right to participate in the village assembly. In this case, the women
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used the links they developed with state institutions strategically to challenge local vested interests and power
structures.[58]

What such an analysis of microfinance thus shows us,[59] is that liberal feminism can indeed positively effect the
condition of women’s lives. For microfinance invokes important, and necessary, changes to how developing women
experience life. It offers economic independence, community empowerment and integration with state institutions and
‘public life’, which can fundamentally enable women to experience a better, more equal and more just quality of life.

IV: Postmodern Feminism and the Position of Women

Just as we can utilise microfinance to explicate the necessity of liberal feminism[60], so too can we apply a
postmodern analysis to fundamentally critique liberal feminism for not being able to crucially alter women’s position in
society. Something that is ultimately needed if we are to ‘sufficiently’ redress gendered inequalities in the developing
world. For microfinance did not lead to a ‘redressing’ of gender power dynamics, but rather can be showed to:
facilitate the shifting of masculine roles in Kenya; entrench gender discrimination in India; and legitimize women’s
socio-economic position in the informal sector, as understood through Foucault’s conceptualization of disciplinary
power.

Indeed, the experience of Sub-Saharan African women suggests that microfinance rarely empower women in ways
that fundamentally threaten entrenched gendered inequalities.[61] In the home, despite their increased importance as
providers, women are still subordinate to their husbands, and despite their growing activism, women, and their
issues, remain marginalized in the dominant masculine orientated political power structure.[62] Indeed, as Sithole-
Fundire and Schlyter note, within Kenyan society microcredit has allowed women to take on more responsibilities
without a commensurate increase in their position relative to men. For while women’s roles have been redefined to
take on bread winning, men’s roles have also shifted from bread winning to ‘heading’ the household. As a result,
‘man is still regarded as the head of the household even if [he’s] not working’.[63] Thus microfinance does not
fundamentally address the relations of power between the genders, only their living conditions.

There is a similar trend in India. Indeed, a nice story to evidence this is regarding a SHG coordinator who was turned
away from the bank on three consecutive occasions, as bankers were too ‘busy’.[64] This was not an isolated
incident, SHG group coordinators often found the prospects of trips to the bank unwelcome since bankers[65] were
regularly impatient and abusive. Importantly it was not just officials who were offensive. As one ‘disgruntled husband
informed the researcher… men often discussed…[how] the SHG’s had eroded women’s respect’.[66] While such
attitudes and utterances are evidenced within localized studies, they are indicative of a wider trend that suggests that
increased women’s agency within SHG’s should not blur the underlying fact that ‘poor women continue to…act within
institutional contexts in which ‘the rules of the game’ are set against them’.[67] Once again, microcredit has not
fundamentally affected women’s position within gender hierarchies, what it did was to further entrench gender
discrimination, albeit within new spheres of life.

Microfinance can also entrench women’s position within a ‘microcredit ghetto’[68]; that instead of economically
liberating women, microfinance works as a form of ‘disciplinary power’ to pigeonhole them. For the small size of the
loans and the credit methodology tends to compartmentalize women in certain sectors, namely informal or small
scale.[69] Indeed, in line with Foucault’s conception of disciplinary power, contemporary microcredit schemes do not
use coercion; they employ the power of normalization to turn women into efficient market actors. Indeed the most
potent disciplinary mechanisms of microcredit are the credit guidelines that act as subtle mechanisms, effectively
forcing women borrowers to conform to the requirements of the market economy.[70] Thus given that markets
allocate credit on the basis of creditworthiness, and women are seen as micro-entrepreneurs with little
creditworthiness, they can be ‘compared, differentiated, hierarchized, homogenized, and then excluded…from access
to other type of credit’.[71] Thus through normalizing women to act within the regimented confines of the masculine
orientated market system, women are restricted to small loans in the informal economy. Thus for the majority of
women[72] the economic liberation that microcredit promises can instead be construed as illusionary; as merely a
new way to assert gender hierarchies and thus inequality through normalizing women to economic existence within a
‘microcredit ghetto’.
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What this analysis thus shows us is that microfinance does not fundamentally redress the gendered inequalities
regarding women’s position in society. Within India and Kenya microfinance did not transform the underlying gender
hierarchies. Women were still subordinate, but now just in new ways. Liberal feminism, then, is not sufficient to
redress gendered inequalities. While it can make important, and necessary, headway in terms of women’s
experienced reality, and can help strive for social justice and equality in terms of liberties, materialities and
legislation, what it can not do is explicate or transform the gendered relations of power that legitimize and normalize
women’s subservient position in society. Indeed, this is where postmodern feminism comes in, for while much
critique relates to postmodernism’s inability to act in a practical policy forming manner, for now we must appreciate
its theoretical work at better explaining women’s position in society and thus normatively opening the door for change
to occur.[73]

V: Conclusion 

Ultimately, what I have sought to achieve in this essay has been singular in its aim. To argue that liberal feminism is
necessary, but not sufficient, to redress gendered inequalities for women in the developing world. To achieve this,
this essay has engaged in an analysis of microfinance, as a key neoliberal policy, in India and Kenya. What this
essay has thus shown is that while liberal forms of feminism have historically been, and continue to be, instrumental
in achieving equality and social justice for women, in regards to their conditions of life. That it ultimately fails to
practically redress the gendered inequalities that women experience through unequal relations of power, in regards
to their position in society. Importantly, though, women’s condition of life, and their position in society are not mutually
exclusive agendas. Indeed, the satisfaction of the needs that can be addressed by liberal feminism, those relating to
legislation, liberties and materialities, are a fundamental prerequisite for women’s ability to promote strategic
interests.[74] It is the nature of this connection that allows us to state that liberal forms of feminism are necessary, but
not sufficient, to redress gendered inequalities in their totality. For to redress women’s strategic interests one needs
to employ a postmodern understanding of feminism to better the nature of gendered inequalities as predicated on the
contingent construction of ‘reality’ upon unequal gender hierarchies and power relations, thus enabling a normative
(re)imagining of a way to redress such structural and institutional gendered inequalities.
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